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Abstract: Erect Au nanocones with high adhesion to substrates are obtained by simply drawing from
Au nano-films through Au-Si eutectic welding. Nanocones with diameters ranging from about 5 to
150 nm and length ranging from about 60 to 600 nm can be observed on both Au and Si substrate
surfaces. Nano-scale Au-Si eutectics formed at the rough Au–silicon film interface under annealing at
450 ◦C and the subsequent cooling process facilitate the formation of nano-bonding points and draw
Au nanocones from Au nano-film by mechanical separation. Erect Au nanocones adhered to Au or Si
substrates shows higher light enhancement than itself, observed by FDTD simulation. This method
provides new strategy for the fabrication of SERS detectors, solar cells et al. with high stability.
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1. Introduction

Au nanocones with fairly distinguished light enhancement resulting from their sharp tip have
attracted a lot of attention in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) detectors, solar cells for
light management [1,2]. Many approaches, including electron beam lithography, nano-transfer
printing, nano-imprint fabrication, ultrasound assisted interfacial synthesis and evaporation coating by
Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO) templates, have been adopted to fabricate erect Au nanocones [3–7].
In addition to the sophisticated processes or huge costs of these methods, the low adhesion of Au
nanocones with substrates seems unavoidable due to the lack of welding through annealing processes
in most methods. The reason why annealing cannot be used to improve the adhesion of erect Au
nanocones with substrates is because of the low temperature ripening of Au nanocones due to the size
effect [8]. Even under relatively low temperature annealing, the morphologies of Au nanocones could
be easily changed. Apparently, such low adhesion can significantly limit the stability or even service
life of the devices.

It is well known that Au is the most malleable metal on earth. Traditionally, fine Au wires
(diameters about dozens of microns) can be easily obtained by common cold drawing technology
by die [9]. To some extent, the hole diameter of the die determines the size limit that the wires can
reach. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure that the wire traction end can achieve effective
clamping [10]. In this situation, Au wire generally has a very high adhesion fixed with either the
clamping end or the gold base, which provides us the inspiration for obtaining Au nanowires with
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high adhesion on substrates by nano-drawing. However, this poses an obvious challenge of obtaining
nano-size clamping ends on a large scale. Fortunately, the morphologies of wet etching holes (often
with diameters ranging from several nanometres to microns) of most common semiconductors Si could
be adopted and used as clamping ends [11]. Additionally, Au that has entered into these holes can be
held tightly by the formation of mountains of strong Au-Si eutectic [12] between the interfaces after
simply low temperature annealing. With mechanical separation of Au from Si substrate by nano-size
drawing, erect Au nanocones with high adhesion on both Si and Au substrates could be obtained.

2. Materials and Methods

Porous Si substrate was fabricated by Au nano-film assisted wet etching of n-type silicon wafer
with (111) orientation. Firstly, the oxide layer and impurities on Si substrate were cleaned by the Radio
Corporation of America method [13]. Au nano-films with a thickness of about 100 nm were fabricated
on Si surface through e-beam evaporation, as shown in Figure 1a,b. Then, samples were directly
immersed into etchant (with volume ratio, HF:H2O2:H2O = 1:5:10) for 2 min at room temperature.
Due to the lax structure of Au nano-films, the etchant easily went down to Si substrate and etched Si
surface assisted by Au nano-films. After removing Au nano-film by aqua regia, the top views of Si
substrate with porous structures are presented in Figure 1c,d. Through atomic force microscopy test,
the roughness of Si surface is about 24 nm after the wet etching. The surface area of porous Si is about
160 m2/g, which was measured using a surface area analyzer (Jingxin, JB-2020, Chongqing, China,)
based on the nitrogen adsorption method. Similarly to metal nanoparticle assisted etching [14], partial
Au nano-film as catalyst was immersed into these nano-size porous structures during the etching
process. Apparently, the etching treatment on Au/Si will significantly extend their interfacial contact
area. Then, samples were annealed under 450 ◦C and erect Au nanocones were drawn out by the cold
drawing process, which were presented detail in the results and discussion part below.
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Figure 1. Au nano-film deposited on Si by e-beam evaporation. (a) Top view of Au nano-film deposited
on Si substrate. Profile view of Au nano-film/Si interface and the X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(XPS) analyses of Au nano-film. (b) A schematic image of the e-beam evaporation of Au onto Si surface.
(c) Profile view of Si surface after etching. Inset is the magnification of porous structures, which is
marked by yellow dot square. (d) Top view of the superficial corrosion of Si fabricated by wet etching
process. Inset is the surface roughness of Si surface by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
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Simulations based on finite difference time domain method (FDTD) of the near field light
enhancement of Au nanocones were performed. In our model, the electromagnetic pulse fixed at
785 nm was launched into a box containing the target Au nanocones with Si and Au substrate to
simulate their near field light enhancement. The overlap region of gold tip was divided into 10 nm
meshes. The refractive index of the surrounding medium was taken to be 1.0. The Au nanocones were
modeled 100 nm length with 40 nm diameter according to the measurements. The morphology of Au
nanocone, porous Si and Au nano-films were characterized with a field emission scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Hitachi UHR FE-SEM SU8010, Tokyo, Japan). The element of Au nano-films was
measured using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, Escalab 250Xi, Waltham, MA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

Although the immersed Au nano-film in nano-size porous Si (160 m2/g) obtained by wet etching
make the contact area even 104 larger than the smooth Si surface (0.0034 m2/g), the lax structure of Au
nano-film and weak adhesion at the Au/Si interface make it difficult to draw Au nanocone out of Au
nano-film. To resolve these problems, samples were annealed under 450 ◦C to obtain compacted Au
nano-film and reliable binding points at the Au/Si interface. As shown in Figure 2a–c, the lax structure
of Au nano-film composed by mountains of nanoparticles with diameters of several nanometers can
be easily melted and ripened into compacted polycrystalline, thereby significantly enhancing the
compactability of Au nano-film. The size of Au nanoparticles in the lax structure of Au nano-film
increases significantly during this annealing process. The ripening temperature (partial melting) of Au
nano-film greatly increases to the bulk ripening point due to their micro-structure changes, as shown
in Figure 2d. This significant increase in the ripening temperature of Au polycrystalline could inhibit
its further growth [15]. Owing to this, submicron crystals (average gain size is about 502 ± 15 nm,
statistical scope is about 121 µm2) in Au polycrystalline nano-films can be observed in Figure 2b,c.
The annealing twins and shrinkage cavities formed in Au nano-film could be attributed to the effect of
non-uniform high surface tensions, which is similar with the intrinsic stress induced by high strain
rolling in metals with low stacking fault energy [16]. During the annealing, the contents of Si atoms
solid dissolved into Au nano-film close to the Au/Si interface dominated the number and size of Au-Si
eutectics at Au/Si interfaces [17]. The ripening process of Au nano-film provides the opportunity to
weld Au nano-film with Si substrate through the formation of Au-Si eutectic. Due to the ripening of
Au nano-film and the super large interface between Au nano-film/porous Si, the diffusion capacity
of Si into the holes of porous silicon which is filled with Au is significantly enhanced. Owing to
the much higher percentage of Si atoms dissolved in Au nano-film, mountains of nano-size Au-Si
eutectic welding points can be formed at Au/Si interfaces in the holes of porous silicon according to the
Au-Si binary phase diagram in Figure 2e [18]. A schematic image of the Au-Si eutectics formed in Au
nano-film/porous Si interface has been provided in Figure 2f, which can be used to understand this
welding process. Apparently, these Au-Si eutectic welding points in Au nano-film/porous Si interface
provide enough nano-size clamping ends for drawing erect Au nanocones from Au nano-films.
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Figure 2. Au-Si eutectics formed at the rough Au-silicon film interface. (a) Au nano-film combined
by nanoparticles on porous Si surface. (b) Au nano-film after annealing under 450 ◦C for 2 h. Inset is
the profile view of Au nano-film/porous Si interface. (c) Contraction cavities on Au nano-film after
annealing. (d) Size-depended ripening temperature of Au nanostructures. (e) Binary phase diagram of
Au/Si binary alloys. (f) A schematic image of the Au-Si eutectics formed at the rough Au-silicon film
interface by annealing.

After the welding of Au nano-film/porous Si interface, erect Au nanocones can be drawn out by
the cold drawing process. As shown in Figure 3a, mountains of Au nanocones can be observed on
Au nano-film/porous Si interface. A schematic image is presented to show the cold drawing process
of erect Au nanocones from Au nano-film, in this process, hard Au-Si eutectics formed at the Au
nano-film/porous Si interface act as nano-size clamping ends. In the beginning, Au nanowires were
drawn from Au nano-film due to its excellent malleable properties. After that, strain concentration
begins to appear, causing necking to occur at the middle part of Au nanowires, which is presented in
Figure 3b. Then, accumulative strain concentrates near the necking area, which causes the deformation
instability and ultimate fracture of Au nanowires, as shown in Figure 3c,d. Even in the necking area, the
cone-shaped fracture morphology can be observed on every Au nanowires after the final separation of
Au nano-film/porous Si, due to the significant plastic deformation ability of Au nanowires. Note that,
owing to the sizes of Au nanowires, Au nano-film should have enough thickness to provide enough
blank materials and have sufficient tensile strength.
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Figure 3. Cold drawing of Au nanocones from Au nano-film/porous Si interfaces. (a) Images of the
cold drawing process. A schematic image of the cold drawing process. (b) Necking of Au nanowires at
the Au nano-films/porous Si interfaces. (c) Profile view of Au nanocones adhered on the surface of Au
nano-film. (d) Profile view of Au nanocones adhered on Si surfaces.

Due to the random formation of Au-Si eutectic at the Au nano-film/porous Si interface, erect Au
nanocones on Au nano-films and Si substrate vary in size. Through statistics, the diameters of Au
nanocones range from about 5 to 150 nm and the lengths range from about 60 to 600 nm. Near linear
relation of the aspect ratio of Au nanocones can be observed in Figure 4a, which can be approximately
concluded by D = 0.08L + 6.26 (standard error is about 7.95). D and L refer to the diameters and the
length of Au nanocones, respectively. The deviations could be mainly attributed to the statistical error,
which counts the bottom of all cones as a circle. As above, Au nanowires exhibit relatively uniform
section shrinkage of the fractures surface, in other words, Au nanowires with different sizes have
the same reduction in area in tensile [19]. It can be easily concluded that Au nanocones are closely
attached to Au nano-film and Si substrate, which shows higher adhesion than the ultimate tensile
strength of Au at least. Furthermore, Au nanocones with stable dimensions could be obtained through
the controllable formation of Au-Si eutectics in specific etching areas assisted by some mask etching
methods [20]. As a result, this new strategy provides a sufficient high adhesion of Au nanocones with
their substrate. As reported, Au nanocones can provide significant SERS signals due to the plasmon
excitation on its tip [21,22]. Through FDTD simulation (Figure 4b), Au nanocone, no matter whether it
is adhered to Au nano-film or Si substrate, exhibits higher light enhancement than itself, which shows
the potential use of this fabrication method in SERS detectors, solar cells et al.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we report a new way for fabricating erect Au nanocones with high adhesion to
their substrate by cold drawing process. Assisted by wet etching and low temperature annealing,
Au-Si eutectic welding points formed at Au nano-film/porous Si interfaces provide enough nano-size
clamping ends. By simply separating Au nano-film from Si substrate mechanically, Au nanocones
in various sizes can be drawn out by these clamping ends and Au nanocones can be simultaneously
obtained on both Au nano-film and Si substrate. Au nanocones fabricated in this way show an adhesion
with substrate at least higher than the ultimate tensile strength of Au itself. Therefore, this approach
has great potential for application in durable SERS detectors, solar cells et al.
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